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FROM THE DIRECTOR’S DESK

A university is made up of its students, from the current batch to the ones who graduated years ago. They
are the ones who carry the legacy forward and acknowledging them is our duty.
Heartiest congratulations to the Alumni committee for connecting and engaging with our esteemed alumni
across all the batches; be it the new Mentorship program or the guest lecture series which is actively helping
our students in getting practical knowledge. The experiences shared in these sessions are definitely helping
them in becoming industry-ready graduates. Interaction with the students and faculty has been very positive
so far and we would like to see this relationship grow leaps and bounds.
We have been celebrating and fostering our relationship with the Alumni and the students through different
events such as the Iftar party and the Graduation Ceremony which were great successes. This would have
been impossible without active participation of the Alumni who were able to take out time from their busy
schedules.
I wish that we can deepen our relationships in the near future and I believe that a mutual engagement will
be beneficial to the IMT Dubai family.

Dr Francois Therin
Director, IMT Dubai
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As the head of the IMT Dubai family, what
experiences have you had with the students and
faculty?
The experience for the past nine months has
been really great because I have seen a good
student and faculty body. IMT Dubai has the
specificity to have about half of the students
from India or Indian origin and other half being
mostly Emirati, in the weekend programs. So
there are two different groups of students, two
different cultures which is very interesting. The
interaction with the faculty and the
administrative staff has been great so far which is
incredible. Lots of big plans for the future for IMT,
so it’s all looking well.
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You have been Dean/Director of various
institutes across the world from Europe to
Australia, and managed the academic as well as
administrative aspects. What do you think sets
IMT Dubai apart from the rest?
Well it’s interesting to know that when you work in
different business schools in different parts of the
world, you can see that there are lots of
similarities, students still tend to be students,
academics still tend to be academics. Then you
have some specificities. Of course the specific type
of students we have here in terms of nationalities
makes IMT Dubai specific in terms of cultures,
expectations and in terms of work. They are also
very good in academics. There is a very positive
culture at IMT Dubai to make sure that we all work

together to have the students industry ready
when they graduate.
What do you believe are the challenges and
growth areas for the institute? What is your
vision when it comes to IMT?
We at IMT Dubai have to stay with the idea of a
global campus with global experience. You will see
that we have faculties from other parts of the
world along with guest speakers, visiting faculties
as well. What we want, is to push more and more
opportunities along with international experience
with double degree, general degree; MOU’s with
other institutions which is very important. The
development of IMT Dubai definitely needs to
grow in terms of the number of students.
Alongside, we want to work more towards
integration of IMT Dubai into the business
environment of Dubai. We are getting lots of
guest speaker this year and planning industry
visits, introducing industry projects which is a good
start. We want to achieve academic excellence and
get the students in the best place and best
possible conditions once they graduate.
Having been a key academician throughout your
career, what are your thoughts about Dubai and
the scope of management education in the Gulf?
Dubai is a very interesting place. Obviously, the
economy is growing; we are at a fast pace
compared to Europe. So this makes it very exciting

in terms of development of the economy and the
fact that the rulers of the UAE and Dubai want the
economy to move fast and they encourage
development, innovations, entrepreneurship- all
this makes it very exciting for the business schools
to be here because of the opportunities.
What do you expect from the Alumni?
Basically, what we have discussed with them is
how they can help IMT Dubai, particularly the
students with their studies with the help of a
system of mentorship because Alumni can become
mentors for the existing students. They can help
the students by grooming them for jobs and giving
them tips on how they should grab different
opportunities in Dubai or in GCC region if not in
finding a job.
As the new director, are there any programs you
are looking to implement in the college?
Yes, a few things are in the pipeline. One is the new
MS in Supply Chain and Logistics Management
which is beginning in February. This one is a very
important new program and then we are working
on the Bachelor’s Investor Program. At this
moment, our proposal is being reviewed by the
ministry of higher education. Once it is approved,
we will be having the good news in the coming
months.

We need to work more with the Alumni. I met
many of them in the past six months across all
the batches.
It’s important to interact with them. We have
got a few programs coming up and we realise
that the relation with the Alumni is a two-way
relationship - we help them, we support them
and when they can, they also help us and
support us.
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Dr. K. Abdul Waheed
Chairperson, Alumni Relations & Mentor, Alumni Committee
Dear Alumni,
It’s great pleasure to connect you through the alumni newsletter, The
Graduate. Hope you are doing well.
I must share with you that the Alumni High Tea meetings held this year
were highly successful. The first Alumni High Tea meeting with MBA
’06, ’07 & ’08 batches was organized on 28 April, 17. The second
meeting with MBA ’09, ’10 & ’11 batches was organized on 20, May
2017. The third alumni meeting with MBA ’12, ’13 & ’14 batches, was
organized as an Iftar party on 17, June 2017. These meetings provided
valuable feedback and ideas for nurturing better alumni engagement
to build stronger alumni relationships. I would like to thank all the
alumni for your participation in these meetings.
The IMT alumni have been highly supportive for all the activities that
are being organized in the campus. I would like to thank the alumni for
your participation in New Batch orientations and delivering guest lectures to the current students. Based on
the feedback and suggestions from alumni, we are planning for several initiatives during this year.
Specifically, the alumni mentoring program to the current students is in progress. This initiative has been
applauded by many alumni and have consented their participation in this program. I strongly believe that
through alumni mentoring shape their career in a better way.
Once again, I would like to thank all the alumni for your contributions!

Dr. Santanu Roy
Mentor, Alumni Committee
An Institution is known by its Alumni. We are all proud of our respective
Alma Mater and we wish we could go back to the abode again and
again. IMT Dubai is in existence for more than a period of eleven years
now, and all of us at IMT are very proud of its Alumni network built over
these long years who are all very well placed in organizations in
UAE/GCC, India and the rest of the World. We are one big family and
we shall always be so.
Being a significant stakeholder of an academic institution such as IMT,
the Alumni are an integral part of the academic processes of the
Institute providing critical help and partnership in different spheres
including mentoring of students, facilitating internships/placements, and industry guest lectures. IMT
Alumni are an important pillar of strength of the Institution.
program, the current students would get hand hold of alumni during their initial career days and
I wish all IMT Alumni, their family members, and the Alumni Committee of IMT Dubai all the success in their
present and future endeavors.
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Farewell for MBA batch of 2016: A farewell
party was organized by the MBA 15 (junior
batch) for the outgoing batch MBA 14.
IMT family wished well to this vibrant batch and
invited them to stay connected as the alumni of
the institute.

The 2017 career fair was a huge success wherein many
companies took part in it and the students actively engaged
with the professionals. Companies like Juma Al Majid, ICS,
Azadea, Bloomberg,
UPS,
Tejari,
Transmed
etc.,
took part in the
fair. Bayt.com was
also present as an advisory position to help students to clarify their
goals in the resume. Many companies actively tested the
knowledge of the students and few even had a quick round of
interview to know the potential of the students at IMT.

The third TEDx at IMT Dubai took
place. The theme, ‘Where Magic
Happens’, was about realizing the
latent passion in each of us,
following your dreams, and
believing in yourself, come what
may.
The life stories and experiences
shared by by Essa Al Ansari (Fitness
Enthusiast
&
Motivational
Speaker),
Jarrett
Martin
(Professional Skydiver) and Noor
Shamma (Founder of Postcard
Initiative) were motivating, and inspirational, and gave everyone a
new outlook on life. TEDx IMT made it clear, that the magic lies
within, and nothing and no one can hold us back in achieving our
goals and aspirations.
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The Annual Business and Cultural Fest of IMT D, Vaudeville was themed “Renaissance” this year. The fest that
spanned over 2 full days, both business and cultural in nature to ensure students/participants get
opportunity to showcase their talents in both the arenas. From treasure hunt to Business Quizzes, from
MasterChef to LAN Gaming and of course the Fashion Show- Vaudeville had it all!
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Impulso, the Sports Committee made the first ever intra-college Football competition a huge success. The
Guest of Honour Dr. Harvinder Singh and Dr. Santanu Roy kick started the event at 9.30 PM. It was then
carried forward by the participating teams, which involved 6 boys’ team and 2 teams from the girls’ side.
Event concluded on a happy note and players exhibited high sportsman spirit throughout.
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As the National Anthem echoed through the
hall with the National Flag onscreen,
everyone could feel the excitement and
patriotism surging through them. Professor
TP Ghosh opened the event with a speech
on his idea of what Independence means to
him. The celebration was topped with
everyone singing the national song—
"Vande Mataram", and performances by
students, headlined by the Social and
Cultural Committee and the Dance Club.
Professor Harvinder Singh closed the event
stressing the need to celebrate the diversity
and uniquely resilient democracy of India
even in these turbulent times.

Vyakt, the Social and Cultural Committee and Good Mood Food, Mess Committee came together to
celebrate the faculty at the institute.
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Onam is the festival of Kerela
that celebrates the arrival of
Mahabali - their beloved King.
Dance, Laughter and Fun! These
three words best describe the
evening of Onam celebrations
at IMT Dubai. From Lemon-inthe-spoon
to
Uriyadi. IMTians
had an excellent
time, thanks to
Social
and
Cultural
Committee and
our
beloved
Malcomm.

Innovation and Entrepreneurship Cell, IMT Dubai organized
their first event iDeate - A platform to unleash innovative
ideas. It was an event, first of its kind in IMT Dubai, that
enabled students to bring out the entrepreneur in them.
Students participated with great enthusiasm and presented
their ideas in front of the audience. The ideas were judged
and feedback was given by Dr. Harvinder Singh and Dr.
BernardBuisson. The event was helpful not only for the
budding entrepreneurs but also for the audience in terms of
pitching an idea and recording the feedback!
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IMT Dubai celebrated the success of
our students of MBA and BsBA, who
recently graduated at Crowne Plaza
Dubai. IMT Dubai believes that our
achievement is measured by the
success of our students. Team IMT
Dubai wishes them the very best for
their ventures.
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Vyakt, the Cultural Committee, who organized a garba night to celebrate Navratri this year. There was music,
there was dance, and there were a whole lot of good times to be had. Next day, the Bengalis on campus
along with Good Mood Food, mess committee organized a traditional durga puja meal for all the students,
with khichuri, begun bhaja, payesh & more.

Economic Forum presented Vaad- Vivaad, Economics
debate quiz. Students showcased their understanding
of economics in a Lincoln-Douglas style of Debate.

An enthusiastic cohort of MBA students from Gordon Institute of
Business Science (University of Pretoria), Johannesburg visited IMT
Dubai for sessions on Middle East Geo-Politics and learned about
the importance of UAE in world economics.
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IMTians celebrated Durga Puja at IMT Dubai with our beloved BongCom in association with Cultural
Committee. The BongCom enacted a comedy stage-play which added colour to the entire evening. The
whole hall was filled with laughter and cheers. After that, some fun events were organized at the
amphitheatre to engage the students and the night came to an end on a high note.

Diwali, the Festival of Lights, a time you spend with your family
celebrating the triumph of good over evil, and just because we're out
here in Dubai doesn't mean we miss out
on that! IMT's family celebrated Diwali
together, bringing out that festival cheer.
Delicious food by Good Mood Food, with
lots of Diwali mithai(sweets), Aloo chaat,
and some of the masala we all dearly
missed. A Rangoli competition that
brought out the inner artists in our peers.
Some good-natured competition with
housie followed by a dance party well into
the night!
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IMT was proud to welcome back one of its brightest stars, Sandeep
Satishchandra - a name that will be forever remembered by anyone who
attended his workshop. Standing tall and firm, Sandeep confidently fields all
questions thrown at him, offering us new insights into the field of marketing
and drawing a path between where our current batch is and where he stands
today.

Sandeep Satishchandra

Sandeep is a graduate of the 2013 batch and is currently working as a brand
manager for Dabur International in Dubai. He is an avid traveller, with a wide
range of interests. He is a master of literature, philosophy anthropology and
sports. Sandeep talks to the batch about getting your head out of the sand -of
which there is plentiful in Dubai- and heading out into the city. His vibrant
personality motivates our students to seize the day and leave no stone
unturned in their quest for excellence. His philosophy of finding knowledge
outside of books is one that we at IMT heartily resonate with.

IMT DCP added yet another feather in its cap by inviting Mr. Manas Mukul to
address the current batch of 2016-2018 with his valuable insights of the IT
industry and the journey that he has been through ever since he became an
active member of the IMT Alumni Network.
Giving due importance to maximum student interaction, Manas answered
queries from the current IT and Analytics trends in India and described what
Dubai has in store for all our students. He essentially asked students to
understand what MBA can offer and how one should leverage its benefits to
his/her advantage. Manas graduated from IMT back in 2013 and is currently
working with Adobe India. The session was able to bring back all those
moments he had always associated with his Alma Mater!

Manas Mukul

Mr. Agragesh Ramani is an IMT Ghaziabad DCP alumnus from the batch of 201416. He has been an entrepreneur and innovator. He was kind enough to connect
through skype and took some time out from his busy schedule and interact with
students. He enlightens students with the entrepreneurship which students
can pursue as a career. The session was an interactive one and all queries were
answered by him. He essentially tries to explain students the importance of
entrepreneurship and innovation in today’s world. The session was also the first
webinar in IMT Dubai and was a successful one.

Agragesh Ramani

Mr. Amit Mehta is an IMT, Ghaziabad alumnus from the batch of 1986-88. He
has been in Dubai in for the past two years. He works as Operations head at
ALMOE Group. In past also he has held some important posts in other
organizations both in India as well as UAE.
We were fortunate enough to have him in our campus for the alumni talk.
The session was an interactive one attended by students from MBA, DCP,
BSBA were present where Mr. Mehta enlightened us with his experience of
Dubai and also about Operations as a career option for students wanting
work in UAE itself.

Amit Mehta
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Mr. Jay Sen was gracious enough to visit the campus and share with us his
knowledge about the financial working of Dubai. Mr. Sen, a 2013-15 batch
alumnus from IMT, Ghaziabad with specialization in finance. He works as the
head of financial audit under the supervision of The Private Office of HH Sheikh
Mohammed Bin Rashid-Al-Maktoum. He has a vast experience of working in
Dubai. He is probably one of the very few people of Indian ethnicity to assume
such a high position in the Government of Dubai.

Jay Sen
Mr. Karan Ajmera was one the few DCP alumni who visited out campus. He
happened to be the co-judge at the Impressario, our-in house case study completion
organized Biz Com.
Mr. Ajmera is a 2012-14 DCP batch alumnus from IMT, Ghaziabad with finance as a
specialization. He currently works at ICREA or Integrated Customer Advisory as it is
called in the capacity of Business Analyst.

Karan
Ajmera

Mr. Ashish Kapoor took a special skype session with B-School committee and
enlightened the committee members about the working and functioning of the
committee. He guided the committee members about the various competitions
and events in which students can participate and can be very helpful for them.
Mr. Ashish Kapoor is a 2013-15 DCP batch alumnus from IMT, Ghaziabad with
Marketing and Operations as a specialisation. He currently works at Mahindra
Susten as a Business Development Manager.

Ashish
Kapoor
Mr. Deepak Mehra was invited on campus to judge an event Debate
Masters organised by B-School committee. He also interacted with
students and shared his journey with them. He discussed the life fundas
mentioned in his book and guided the students about the market scenario
and how one can prepare for the same.
Mr. Deepak Mehra is a 1989-1991 IMT, Ghaziabad alumnus with Marketing
and Finance as a specialisation. He is having Over 25 years of managerial
experience in Asset Management, Investment Advisory, Wealth
Management and Private Banking - both in business management and
product management.

Deepak Mehra

Mr. Anthony Konnoth is a 2011-2013 alumnus of IMT-Dubai with Marketing as a
specialization. He is currently the General Manager at Dhanam with 18+ years
of experience shared his journey with the MBA students. His speech reflected
the diverse community and the varied world in which the students would be
studying and leading themselves in the future.

Anthony Konnoth
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Nishant Singla, Rajat Agarawal, Shadaab Ahmed and Shadab
Anwar

Mr. Nishant Singla, Mr. Rajat Agarawal, Mr. Shadaab Ahmed and Mr. Shadab Anwar graced the orientation
programme for the students of IMT DCP. They spoke about their experiences in the institute, their
internships and their jobs. Their speeches were inspirational to the new students who recently joined IMT
and were ready to create step into the world of MBA. Mr. Nishant Singla is a 2007-2009 batch alumnus from
IMT-Dubai with finance as a specialization. He is currently the Managing Director of Capital Connexions. Mr.
Rajat Agarwal is a 2008-2010 batch alumnus from IMT-Dubai with Marketing as a specialization. He is
currently working with Samsung in the capacity of Head of Samsung Pay. Mr. Shadaab Ahmed is a 2009-2011
batch alumnus from IMT-Dubai with Marketing as a specialization. He is currently the Managing Partner and
Director – Operations of TechRobotix Mr. Shadab Anwar is a 2009-2011 batch alumnus from IMT-Dubai with
Marketing as a specialization. He is currently the Partner and Director – Marketing of TechRobotix

Rohit Jain, Prashant Goel and Sumit
Ahuja

IMT Dubai welcomed its new batch of MBA along with people from IMT Hyderabad (DCP) and IMT Nagpur
(DCP). The orientation program for the batch went on for 3 days, where the students were exposed to
various activities that happen at institute premises. The key highlight of the program being the interaction
of the new students with our star alumni.
Mr. Rohit Jain, Deputy General Manager, Redington Gulf (batch 2008-10) was there to address students
about how his career sky rocketed after being a part of this institute and how the institute helped him to
shape his career.
After that Mr. Prashant Goel, Founder, Yalla Momo (batch 2006-08) addressed students about the college
life he had and how friends he made here helped him to open a start-up in Dubai. Also he shared about the
entrepreneurial exposure he received from the institute and the mentoring regarding the same was splendid
and all the things combined gave him the confidence to launch this start-up which is an award winning
concept.
Mr. Sumit Ahuja, Account Manager, Transmed (batch 2014-16) told students about his college life and how
gaining experience while studying helped him understand the market well and advised students to grab all
the opportunities they can avail at the campus and enjoy these 2 years of education as it will nurture various
relationships which will last forever.
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The Alumni-Student mentorship program is an
initiative by IMT to foster connections between
students and Alumni. It will help students navigate
through various career options, learn the dynamics of
the job market, and receive guidance from
professionals.
The program also aims to provide first-hand
knowledge of how to transition from a study
environment to the professional world, and how to
cope with challenges, set realistic goals, and adjust
expectations. Alumni cum corporates like Deepak
Mehra, Ridhesh Sharma agreed to mentor the
students.

Nexus, The Alumni Committee has
come up with a mentoring program for
the MBA and DCP batches. Each student
now has an opportunity to connect with
the esteemed Alumni of IMT to
facilitate the smooth transition from
student to the business life. This will not
only help the students but the
corporate as well as they will get better
recruits in terms of corporate exposure.
Eager participation of IMT alumni
especially the IMT Dubai alumni made
the program a big success for both the
IMT Dubai MBA and PGDM DCP
students. Mentors have already started
guiding students by helping them in
identifying new opportunities, resume
building and much more.
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Technology
is
enabling
treasury
leaders to move
away from daily
transactions
and
serve as strategic
counsel for their
CFOs. While treasury
teams have relied on
technology for many
years, the focus has
been on automating
transactions. This has meant that treasury teams
continue to carry the operational burden of
routine decision making, forecasting and analysis –
moving them away from more value-added tasks
that directly impact cash flows, liquidity and
borrowing costs.
Recent advances in technologies including
Artificial Intelligence, Machine Learning, Robotic
Process Automation, and Predictive Analytics have
been possible by their proliferation through the
software-as-a-service model. This has resulted in
increased accessibility to highly advanced
technology for enterprises of all sizes - at a fraction
of the cost and negligible risk to existing systems.
In summary, these technologies are helping teams
to completely automate and eliminate delays from
time-sensitive tasks which are critical for day-today treasury operations. At the same time treasury

leaders are leveraging these technologies to
enable their teams with data-based support for
more accurate decision making.
A recent survey by a Big 4 accounting firm
concluded that inaccurate cash forecasting is the
result of treasury teams continuing to rely on
spreadsheets, standalone banking systems and
obsolete technology.
95% of the surveyed treasury leaders from Fortune
1000 companies have adopted the latest
technology and best-practices to achieve the
following results:
•
•
•
•
•

High-accuracy micro-cash forecasting with
Predictive Analytics
Real-time cash reconciliation and posting
using Artificial Intelligence
Enabling digital collaboration with trading
partners using the power of networks
Bank fee reduction without impacting your
banking relationship
Driving electronic payment adoption with
smart campaign management tools

This report details the latest technology trends
that are gaining traction with treasury leaders
across North America.
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Our alumni network offers valuable industry networking options and opportunities. It also offers you a
chance to give back to your alma mater – your assistance can help craft our next batch of global leaders. We
would like to thank all the alumni for their participation and their contributions!
We celebrated the presence of our brand ambassadors yesterday at an Iftar evening. Below is a sneak peek.
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IMT Dubai organized a High Tea with MBA Alumni from 2009-11, 2010-12 and 2011-13 batches on 20th May.
It was really an exciting moment to meet the alumni from these batches and to know the developments in
their personal and professional life. Dr. Francois Therin, Director of IMT Dubai addressed the audience and
shared the developments in IMT Dubai. The meeting provided an excellent opportunity to realise how
strongly IMT Dubai alumni are connected with their Alma Mater. The alumni provided a good number of ideas
for their active engagement with IMT. We would like to thank all the alumni for their participation and their
contributions!
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IMT Dubai organised a Gala Dinner night for all their esteemed alumni. The get together saw many
reunions, happy faces meeting after long time. There was delicious food, soulful music and performances.
The Graduate Vol 7 was also alaunched at the same event.

.
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It is often said that universities have alumni clubs Participation in
majority of people are regional alumni events or returning to campus for
nostalgic about their Homecoming is an excellent way to show your
school or college days support and affinity to your alma mater. Of course, it
which are often referred is a great opportunity for networking too. Office of
to as the “best days” of career services, faculty members and student
their lives. It is not that clubs will services, faculty members and student
they have not come out clubs will explore all opportunity to highlight the
with flying colours in life, expertise of their alumni and view them as an
but those young days, inspirational role model for current and prospective
which had full of vibrancy students.
to embrace life with passion were indeed memorable. In whatever stage of life, you are in; there will be
We all stand to gain much more than the education always students who are eager to benefit from your
imparted from our alma mater. So naturally, we all can experience and advice. Volunteering your time is a
try to give as much back. When your alma mater strives great way to give back. If you could offer to sit on a
to become centres of excellence, the
panel during career week, give a
value of your education also increases
presentation about industry trends
I was pondering on what to
immensely. For example, an AACSB
to the student club or volunteer to
write for the Alumni
accreditation would give greater value
speak to a class, you are in fact
newsletter, when I saw the
to the degree earned from your alma
adding value to your role as alumni.
chairperson of alumni affairs
mater.
Employers
often
give
There are different ways by which
as a worried man. I asked
preferences to graduates from these
you can all help students to get ready
“What happened?”. He had
just spoken with an alumnus
schools.
for positive change as critical,
about
mentoring
students
at
In many prestigious institutes, the
creative, caring and collaborative
IMT. The alumnus asked him
Alumni play a pivotal role in the future
thinkers and doers. You can act as
“What will I get back?”
and continuous development of the
mentors, guest lecturers, panel
institution. In 2015, Hedge fund
members in student competition.
In alumni meetings, I too
billionaire John Paulson contributed
Your expertise and knowledge are
had heard the voices “What
$400 million to his alma mater Harvard
always valuable. Through career
will we get back?”.
School of Engineering. Nike Inc.
guidance, current students can
The question that should be
founder and chairperson Philip H
benefit from your experiences. You
asked is “WHO GIVES
Knight contributed $105 million to his
can also encourage your company or
BACK?”
alma mater Stanford Graduate School
organization to participate in career
of Business. The majority of the gift
fairs, provide internships and hire
was used to construct a new multi-million campuses students from your alma mater. Alumni networks are
for the school. In 1993, IIT alumni Vinod Gupta gave an important part of business schools’ marketing
$2 million to establish a business school in IIT efforts.
Kharagpur. Dr. Shailesh Mehta gave millions in grants We all would like to see our campus continue to
to his alma mater Shailesh J Mehta School of grow, students and faculty thrive and see our alumni
Management at IIT Bombay. In west, the number of taking leadership position in businesses and
alumni who give is often a variable in awarding the communities. Giving back has to be emerge as a
national rankings for colleges and universities.
fearless tradition. There are ways by which you can
in cities throughout the country. These clubs provide
not only keep it alive, but also make an instant
opportunity to stay connected. Many institutes and
impact.

“If you can’t be a pine on the top of the hill, be a scrub in the valley – but be the best little scrub by the side of the hill;
be a bush if you cannot be a tree but be the best little one”
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“ The illiterate of the 21st century will not be those who cannot read and write, but those
who cannot learn, unlearn and relearn”. - ALVIN TOFLER
Employees today are
information and negotiate one's way through the
not only stormed with
maze is a soft-skill needed to guard one's backs in the
new technologies but
least and play-out full to influence and get things
are also expected to
done on the other end. Chances are that employees
anticipate
what
is
who overlook this competency and focus only on
coming, and champion
domain expertise struggle for recognition or are
these in no time. Those
weaned out first. Training programmes on soft skills
who slack a bit find
such
as
leadership,
negotiations,
cultural
themselves either on
appreciations, conflict management, emotional
the bench or laid-off. Over the last two years,
intelligence etc., come in handy here.
Microsoft, Ericson in Sweden, Japan Display, banks in
the UAE and IT giants in India have laid off thousands However, the most immediate need today is to be
of employees citing reasons ranging from cost-cutting skilled in emerging domains of job market. Companies
are adopting AI, robotic process automation (RPA),
to non-performance, new strategy.
cognitive tools and machine learning to speed up and
The truth is that companies are reconsidering their replace decisions for human interaction. With
strategy in the wake of technological innovations, visa availability of in-house data on employee and
restrictions, changed political philosophies, or trends customer interactions, data analytics is poised to
wherein sectors such as oil & gas are losing their become the backbone of business decisions, causing a
advantage. This implies that companies are ideating to surge in demand for business analysts, market
find new ways of value creation for clients, explore researchers, HR analysts and financial analysts and in
new markets or introduce new products. No wonder, turn for executive courses for these roles.
simultaneous lay-offs and recruitments are being
noticed. It is important to note the changes in skills
and competencies demanded, making upskilling and
thereby executive education no longer a matter of
choice; in fact, it is the only survival tool.

Another area of growth is entrepreneurship. Never
has the ecosystem been so enabling; regulations are
becoming friendlier and options to begin small or to
fetch big money are aplenty. While many may believe
that entrepreneurs are born, there is enough evidence
to prove that there is much for them to learn. This is
What course to pursue is usually defined by the where courses on Entrepreneurship development,
industry and the level of the employee. In general, Social entrepreneurship, Venture Funding or Strategy
today every employee must take care of his or her help develop essential capabilities.
psychological, relational and technological health.
With high levels of stress, the need to ensure self- However, most technical trainings are longer duration
efficacy, self-motivation, role-clarity and self-direction courses that delve deeper. Counselling and coaching
are paramount. Professionals must recognise their also demand high commitment. In fact, organisations
challenge, and seek help to identify or face it upfront. with well-developed learning with a long-term
Professional counsellors and well-established perspective though a larger number continues to
profiling tools help get better understanding of self consider L&D an expense. Some companies even
while training programmes help get insights, and prefer to lay-off older employees to recruit and train
executive coaches and counsellors bring a more younger graduates for lower costs. Obviously, these
personalised guidance to ensure a fresh outlook and companies do not appreciate the edge that
organisational culture, employee engagement, job
rejuvenated spirits.
satisfaction, happiness, work-life balance or
citizenship behaviour bring to the organization.
Times of change especially those that entail lay-offs,
restructuring, mergers or acquisitions are times of
In any case, employees cannot wait for HR
great upheaval; and employees must understand
departments to wake up. Instead, personal
political and relational games that play-out at such
investment for upgrading skills is a wise choice.
times. The need to garner and make sense of
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Professionals can take up free online courses on
Coursera or EdX can pay up small amounts to get
certifications from prestigious universities like MIT,
Harvard, University of Amsterdam and the likes. They
can join part time executive education courses or even
full-time courses. The barriers to switching fields and
domains have never been lower, pre-requisite being a
constant high on self-efficacy. Seeking professional
help to enhance mental well-being should therefore
be accepted as a professional approach.

upgrade skills in multiple or varied domains. So, amidst
all the lay-offs and upheavals, employees can adorn
the armour of professional success - choose to get any
education, at any age and, at any cost and escape to
emerging domains at any point in their professional
life cycle.
This article first appeared in Khaleej Times on
September 2, 2017.

Finally, if the internal well-being and competence to
manage people is in place, then it is possible to

Although disruptive
innovation
has
become
an
obsession since the
release of Harvard
Business
School
Professor Clayton
Christensen's book
"The
Innovator's
Dilemma" in 1997,
there is still a lot of debate about what companies can
or should do.

This of course raises additional questions, the most
embarrassing being "How do we do it?". Since 2004,
established companies have mostly relied on the
"Blue Ocean Strategy" to deal with this specific
issue. But it has not transformed them into
relentless producers of blockbuster products. One
of the insights I've gained from fifteen years of
research and teaching on the management of
innovation is that there is still one point which has
not been well understood. Coming up with a great
innovation is not a two-step process with step 1 as
design and step 2 as execution.

Most of Christensen's work has demonstrated that
established companies struggle when they face
significant innovation coming from new players, in line
with Schumpeter intuition of "creative destruction".

One of the best examples is Nespresso, which has
emerged as one of the most profitable
blockbusters in the food industry. Everyone has
seen George Clooney in one of Nespresso's ads, but
few people know that it took Nestle twenty years
of trials and errors to turn this product into a
commercial success.

In 2017, people still wonder what exactly happened to
Kodak between the 1970s and 2010, and made
possible the collapse of a century old company. But
the most important question of course for established
companies is: "How do we survive in the face of a
significant innovation?".
Although companies come up historically with many
different answers, we know that most of them are bad
ideas (suing customers for instance, as experienced by
the music industry in the early years of digital music).
In the end, the only one valid response is "Coming up
with a better innovation".
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Another example has been unveiled recently in the
book "The One Device", which relates the full
history of the iPhone; for years Steve Jobs didn't
want to hear about an Apple mobile phone, until
some people in the company were able to convince
him. Coming up with a great innovation is a painful
and iterative process, and it’s time to forget about
shortcuts.

"Always be Curious"
was Mr. Rajesh Garg's
message to the new
students of IMT DCP.
Mr. Garg is the COO
of Landmark Group
and shared with us
his great experience
in different countries
and
gave
the
students advice on
how to grow in their career and how to become
successful.

An interactive session
with Ms. Christine Harb,
Regional
Head
of
Marketing,
Facebook
(Middle East, North
Africa and Pakistan), gave
the students of IMT DCP an interesting insight as
to how a company's marketing strategy has to
evolve to meet the needs of its consumers. The
students also had an opportunity to see the future
of digital marketing from Facebook's perspective.
She concluded the session by exemplifying
Facebook as the pioneer of digital marketing
through current trends of Live and stories and
possible future trends of VR and AR.

Mr. Abhilash Polassery and
Mrs. Sanam Butani, two
holding pillars of SPT
Middle East conducted an
interactive session with the
students of IMT. They
shared their journey till
present and encouraged
the students on how to
change their failures into
opportunities.

Sayd Farook, PhD Strategy &
Innovation Accelerator at
The Executive Office of HH
Sheikh Mohammed Bin
Rashid Al Maktoum,VP & PM
of the UAE & Ruler of Dubai
gave an inspiring speech to
the MBA students about
cultivating the right values,
right attitudes and right
skills-sets as leaders. “This is
the beginning of a journey
to discover yourself. Be accountable, Be respectful.
Before you speak, THINK (is it Thoughtful, Honest,
Intelligent, Necessary and Kind),” he advised an
enthralled audience.

Mr. Nagesh Suryanarayana, Managing Director of
Protiviti UAE, and Mr. Shailendra Rajan, Senior
Manager, Protiviti UAE were interacted with the
students of IMT Dubai.Mr. Rajan spoke about the
type of work consultancy firms do and the skillsets
that recruiters look for. He also explained how
consultancy
requires
individuals
to
be
knowledgeable throughout the breadth of
management rather than purely within their
specialization.Mr. Nagesh commenced by
emphasizing the constancy of change within a
consultancy environment, citing examples of how
consumer behaviour had changed over the last
decade. It was a rousing learning opportunity for
the students who had a chance to learn from
seasoned industry professionals.
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“In the long history of humankind those who learned
to collaborate and improvise most effectively have
prevailed” –Charles Darwin
The age old theories of evolution as given by Charles
Darwin could not be more relevant in today’s day and
age. He emphasized upon the fact that it is not the
strongest of the species that survive, nor the most
intelligent, but the one most responsive to change.
Businesses need to take a cue from this and
understand that if they do not ride on this wave of
change, they will be found washed up on the shore.
With the advent of the Internet, marketers have
changed how they work as the Internet affords a level
of relationship with consumers, which was
unfathomable before it. In this ever changing world
with the masses moving towards more and more
digital platforms, along with the 4 Ps of classical
marketing one also needs to remember to adopt the
digital four Cs – conversation, collaboration, culture
and compensation. So what even is Digital Marketing?
Very simply put, digital marketing is the promotion of
products or brands via one or more forms of
electronic media. All activities under it are aimed at
being specifically targeted, measurable and
interactive with the aim of reaching out to the
customers, converting leads and then further
retaining them as well. It involves a mix of service,
product and brand marketing tactics, which use the
Internet as a core promotional medium along with
other platforms such as mobiles, podcasts, television,
radio etc.
The rapid evolution of digital media has created new
opportunities and avenues for advertising and
marketing. Some rising digital marketing trends that
need to be watched out for are increasing mobile ecommerce, rise in content marketing and growth in
use of videos as a key video format. Since digital
marketing may form a big part of your jobs, here are
some tools and techniques that can help you• Moz:– The Moz Pro product helps with the classic
SEO practices, such as tracking rankings, tracking
link building efforts and informing content
marketing campaigns
• MailChimp: For Email campaigns
• HootSuite: For integrating all your social media
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“Change is the only thing that is constant”.
This statement is absolutely correct when it comes to
the business. In order to sustain and succeed in this
competitive world the companies should be ready to
the change and should able to reconstruct the
structure which may seems perfect in the present. The
world is changing rapidly and the ideas which seems
insane today can be the perfect solution to the
problems. So the organisational restructuring can
boost the growth and open new doors for the
companies.
Need for Restructuring.
Let us take an example of a situation where a
company which doesn’t saw the need of change or
was late to respond, Kodak. They were the pioneers of
the camera industry in the 80’s where Kodak was the
word for camera. But in the mid-late 90’s when other
companies introduced digital cameras and customers
where more attracted to that new technology Kodak
failed to adopt the change. There can be many
reasons behind that but the resistance to change
caused them a lot.
There can be various needs for restructuring
•
•
•

To introduce new technology.
To reduce cost.
To improve the efficiency and competitive
advantage.
To reconsider the methods and techniques
used to reach the customers.

•

There can be plenty other reasons more, in short
change and reconstructing is a continuous process.
Some examples from the corporate world.
•
•
•
•

Google founder Larry Page’s breaking up of
the massive and thriving company into parts
of a new company, Alphabet.
du Telecom and Huawei Technologies.
Gillette restructuring in India.
Corporate restructuring of Indian Railway.

•

•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
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After an exhaustive search, IMT Dubai clearly
became my #1 choice, and I’m happy to say that the MBA program here
exceeded my expectations. The professors who teach on the program are
very inspiring and get the whole group engaged, asking the class critical
questions and expecting interaction. It’s not a case of just reading off the
books! The variety of backgrounds, experience and degrees of my peers
made classroom discussions and coursework all the more interesting and
realistic to a work environment. By providing opportunities to gain
industry experience in the form of internships, they also helped us to
make what we learned more relevant and immediately applicable.
Throughout the course I was able to enhance my networking by meeting
academics and professionals from the business world, who helped me
grow at a professional level. IMT Dubai is the perfect mix of what a small
school offers (access to professors, small classes) along with the quality
of program found at large B-schools.
The MBA program at IMT Dubai has pushed me out of
my comfort zone and forced me to go beyond what I previously thought
were my limits both on a personal as well as professional level. The
excellent faculty here has helped me to hone my skills and improve on my
weaknesses to become a better version of myself. I particularly liked the
case-based approach followed by many teachers because it required me
to critically think and analyze about the application of what we were
learning into real life situations and how I would handle such problems as
an executive. The emphasis on participation during the lectures
encouraged me to speak up and become more confident in expressing my
views publically. Thanks to IMT, I got the opportunity to go for an
exchange program to France which gave me great exposure. I got to meet
people from different cultures and backgrounds and learnt how to deal
with them which will definitely help me in my career.
Personally, my two year MBA at IMT Dubai has
been a memorable one and I would like to thank my professors for their
continuous support in enhancing my technical as well as interpersonal
skills and eventually guiding me in getting a good placement. With over
two years of work experience in India, MBA was always my first choice and
IMT helped me in achieving my goal. The teaching methodology is
excellent with the right blend of theoretical as well as practical
knowledge. Solving the Harvard Case Studies improved my ability to
analyze the business environment more effectively by giving attention to
details. This aspect would definitely help me in my career going forward.
Being a member of the placement committee, I developed my networking
skills and I would like to thank the institute for supporting me in attending
all kinds of networking events. Overall it has been a very good experience
in IMT with some great memories to cherish for a very long time.
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With a heavy heart, we share the sad news of sudden demise of Mr. Shobhit Singhal, a student of PGDM
(DCP) batch of 2016-18. Shobhit was completing his second year in Ghaziabad campus.

We are sad to share the news of sudden demise of Mr. Dhruv Agarwal, a student of PGDM MBA batch of
2010-12, due to an accident.

May their soul rest in peace.
We extend our deepest condolences to the families of the deceased.
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Sidharth Jain, Sara Nandakumar, Kanak Agarwal, Rishi Padhi, Akhil Jain

Akhil Jain
Kanak Agarwal
Rishi Padhi
Sara Nandakumar
Sidharth Jain
Special Thanks to all the Alumni, Faculty, Staff and Students for their
contribution towards making of this newsletter.

PRISM – Public Relations Information and Social Media Committee
Pixel-Eye – The Photography Club

alumni@imt.ac.ae or nexus@imt.ac.in
Facebook – IMT Dubai Alumni and Alumnus Imtian
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